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brought. now what i can do is i can use the control point feature and so what we've got
here is a control point style. let's go ahead and turn on the control points and let's go
ahead and click on the surface. now i can see what this surface looks like, it looks like it is
textured, i've got some texture on it here and this has not been created for the surface
itself, but for the expanse. i can control the water level down here and so in this case i've
got a topography and a surface. you can see, my surface is actually going to map to a
texture, which i have, and when we get into that texturing in the next video. for now, let's
just stay here and this is the surface that we're working on and so what i can do is i can
turn on this control point icon. as you might imagine this is going to be a nice way to create
our own surface that we've brought into crystal. now we're going to have to select a point,
so the first thing i'm going to do is go into the edit menu, control points. now, if i click on
this select, i see its got some little arrows and i want to go ahead and click on that select
and select a point and that's going to take us to that point and we're going to make some
edits to it. so that's a point right here and i've got that little box that says control points
and what we can do is we can click and drag and drag the point up and down. iman fx
direct links! swath fx full features & benefits films&services automation remote browser
help&advice tv&movies etc. all features get updated every month! avcs ultra fx (iman fx)
for video editing free download full version fee download adobe premiere plug-in direct link
for download====>>>>>> iman
createsummaryandthumb(summary4534190554238540467);
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